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I mostly work with libraries and schools. I describe my job as "teaching email to old people." I really 
like it. This is my town library. When I work there, filling in sometimes, they pay me $8/hour. Good 
thing I have an internet job [running MetaFilter] so I can pay my heating bill. I agitate a lot about the 
digital divide.



google: "jailbreak iphone"

Now I am not any sort of hacker, I don't code, but I know enough to google "jailbreak iphone" and follow 
instructions. Most importantly, I'm not afraid of doing this. How much worse could it be than having a device I 
can't customize? I think fear of tinkering for many people is fear of sunk costs, that it's all about money, and 
control. Sort of like the digital divide.



you could date me

If I could 
only
get online....

I gave a talk at SXSW about the digital divide. Each time I talk about it I try to make it real to the people I'm 
talking to. This is hamfisted, but you get the idea. Where I live many people don't have broadband options 
that aren't spendy satellite because it doesn't make business sense to provide it. OK. More money issues.



who has broadband?

FCC Stats: 35% of US adults have no broadband at home... 22% do not use the internet at all. People think this is all "old people who will 
die off" which is really not true. It's more low income, immigrant/non-English speakers and people with disabilities. In rural areas it's 
true, people will age out and be replaced with people who get computers. But they still don't have cell phone service or broadband 
access. And we're learning that broadband access is more important than having a computer as far as really "getting" technology. 
Familiarity is necessary to exploration. Urban areas...



urban digital divide

In urban areas you get churn, people with concentrated poverty, residential segregation, low functional literacy, limited English proficiency, not a lot 
of social networks, low employment [so no access to computers]. People leave poverty pockets and re replaced by more poor people. 25% of New 
York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) households had broadband and this drops to five percent of NYCHA residents over 65 years of age. Five! They 
have electricity.... right? Cell phones? Why don't they have broadband?



Back to libraries. seventy-one percent of libraries in the US report that they are the only source of free access to 
computers and the internet in their communities. This is Washington VT population 1047. I got briefly famous on the 
internet when I made a video about installing ubuntu on the library’s donated computers. And then... [funding cut, 
librarian divorced, basement flooded]. What you might not know about libraries...



We buy the worst software in the world. Other than payroll and benefits one of our largest expenses is licensing fees for bad 
software and terrible interfaces to proprietary content. This is currently available software. Looks like it was built for Windows 
3.1. Whole industries have sprung up offering somethign called "the discovery layer" which is basically "we'll put a nice front end 
on your crappy software" 



I don't know if you've tried downloadable audiobooks lately, but Overdrive is the worst product in the world. It makes people hate content. And part of this is 
DRM. But part of it is that the people who are buying digital products, with public money, don't even know what good design, or awesome looking software 
even looks like. And they're making big decisions about ebooks and  million dollar software contracts with people who tell them that THIS is the future of 
ebooks. And their patrons don't know any better or they're getting all their free content on bittorent anyhow. The trick is to have the people with the good 
ideas, somehow stick around to create and implement them.
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There are a lot of awesome options out there. Open source online catalogs like Evergreen and Koha, the entire Open Library 
project and their FlipBook product, Firefox [and a million cool add-ons] and Open Office. Ubuntu, kubuntu and edubuntu and 
Linux. It's a great time to be a librarian. And if we're selling these ideas, people are buying them. They trust us. But we're not 
selling them as much as we could.



"it's okay, it's legal"

I went to this great conference a few months ago where I saw some school technologists telling other 
technologists how to do more with less. One guy had a whole school media center up and running using 
MYTH-TV. Free. How great for his students, and how great he could tell us how to do it. We need more, 
much more of this.



BUT, for most of us, the combination of pressure from big business, lack of tech experience of staff and fear of the 
unknown means that we stick with what we know, which are big names, support contracts and the operating systems we 
love to hate [and that we get fat grants for]. And since we're the free internet game in town, we create culture for people 
who themselves may not know better. Tweaking requires some tech literacy even if it's just to say "well, let's try this..."



And we have to start with willingness to tinker if we want to get people to the point where they understand 
the necessity of the freedom to tinker, to quote the title of one of my favorite blogs. To challenge, DRM, to 
buy smarter software, to create our own tools and to PASS THIS CULTURE ON. So I've given you some "what 
not to do" let's run through some "what to do" ideas and you can ask more during the panel.
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while you're out there
‣ make it look simple, don't say "it's easy"

‣ encourage everyone to get involved in F/LOSS

‣ accept partial solutions

‣ understand the complete systems

‣ enjoy yourself, and brush your teeth



advice? desires?
‣ people like to solve problems

‣ people like genuine options

‣ people like to feel competent

‣ people like to feel supported

‣ more yayz, fewer ur doin it rongs



thanks!


